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Regimes & Tactics: a (g)local detour in the e-waste flow

4S-EASST CONFERENCE. Copenhagen. 17th-20th October 2012

0.- Introduction: 

As the title says, I'll try to show you a local cartography of the techno-environmental controversy of  
electronic waste. I'll do it in a highly particular and situated way, by focusing on what is happening in the  
city of Barcelona. Despite of it, you will rapidly realize that it's impossible to delimit this cartography to a  
single place. Legal and juridic, political, material, value, health and environmental threads connect this  
place with wider and more local ones. We'll move from transnational and European directives to  
Municipal Ordinances...from local e-waste flows within a city to transcontinental trips of discharged and  
later repaired computers. 

Through the analysis of documents, news, reports, STS literature and an ongoing just started  
ethnography, we'll draw this map at the time we explain a story about a group of (mostly) illegal migrant  
sub-Saharan waste-pickers living in a squatted industrial complex. In this sense, both levels feed up  
each other: the map will explain partially the particular situation of this small group and this example will  
through light over the general and “official” map of e-waste. 

As a result, we'll show how the e-waste management process can't be understood as a linear nor even  
a circular cycle of stages progressing in time and space, but a networked, meshworked, circuited, short-
circuited and complexly intertwined of practices, materialities, knowledges and spaces that define the  
possibilities and impossibilities, the limits and conditions for being (or stop being) a computer and also  
citizens. That's why we talk about technology, failures, waste, laws and, at the last level, politics. 

1.- Spanish regimes of waste: from the metal to the e-waste era

Nowadays, Spanish system of e-waste management is defined by a common European Directive that  
tries to be equally applied to all the countries in the EU. But it has not been always like this. 

As Queiruga et al. (2012) describe, before this EU directive was dictated and implemented into a  
national decree -irregularly adopted by the different Autonomous Communities in Spain 1-, waste was 
collected together with furniture and followed standard procedures in the metal industry, ignoring the  
specificities in terms of materials and components but also in terms of toxicity and hazards. Electronic  
waste used to be treated as normal scrap and after their metal pieces being recovered, it's probably  
that the rest of it be dismissed together with many other devalued objects and thrown out in local  
landfills. Despite its environmental damage and pollution effects, the visible and institutionalized  
process of dealing with that thing which wasn't even named as e-waste, had a linear shape: after being  
designed and manufactured, distributed, consumed and subsequently devalued and thrown by users,  
the so-called or alleged “final” stop of e-waste was the landfill. Presumably, computer's value after being  
consumed and considered as waste relied on its parallelism with metal: that is, its weight on scrap.  

The EU directive, as a legal tool, seems to bring up a new scenario where agents are more  
interconnected with their (contaminant) activities and responsibilities. Institutionally, a clearly circular 
sketch of e-waste management is being drawing. This shift lies on its pure juridic core: the so-called 
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR). It means, theoretically, that producers are responsible for the 
collection, treatment, evaluation, and, if applicable, elimination of waste related to their products.  
Specifically, the Spanish Royal Decree 208/2005 about electric and electronic appliances and waste  
management -which is the national translation of the EU directive-, says: 
 

1 Queiruga et al. (2012) explain these marked differences of efforts to undertake pilot projects, build recycling plants  
and manage WEEE: Meanwhile Basc Country or Catalonia started pilot projects even before EU directive was 
dictated (and this latest went beyond its legal obligations working also in the line of equipment donations, repair and 
reuse), other Autonomous Communities waited instead for the implementation of the directive before making any 
progress. Also, small municipalities, with lower than 5000 inhabitants are not obligated to offer selective collection 
of WEEE.
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Article 7. Duties of electric and electronic appliances' producers
1. Every producer must adopt the necessary measures in order to waste of commercialized electric and 
electronic appliances be selectively collected and have a correct environmental management, unless they are 
reused as whole appliances. With this aim, producers must establish systems for collecting and managing the 
treatment of the waste from their appliances, according to articles 4, 5 and 6, and will fund the inherent costs of 
such management. These costs won't be shown to consumers separately at the sale's moment (…).

2. With the aim of financing the effects of the selective collection of WEEE from households, and considering the 
Article 7 of 10/1998 Law, from 21st of April, about waste, producers who individually manage their waste and 
those IMS (Integrated Management Systems2) who can be constituted under the Article 8 of this Real Decree 
must defray the cost of such a selective collection from delivery points. (…).

Nevertheless, as Queiruga et al. (2012) states, as OCU -the spanish organization of consumers and  
users- (2011) denounces through a researching report, and as everybody can easily read in the  
OFIRAEE3 website, it does not happen: 

Firstly, “of the 10,000 producers estimated to exist in Spain, only around 1000 have been registered”  
(Queiruga et al. 2012:62). It implies that the management of the total WEEE generated by spanish  
population has to be sustained by only the 10% of producers or that not all e-waste's management can  
be adequately controlled. In fact, “in 2010, Spanish consumers purchased 651,895,410 kg of WEEE, or  
13.86 kg per person (REI-RAEE, 2010) [but] (…) the total WEEE collected and processed correctly 
through registered IMS equaled 199,922,000 kg, or only 2.55 kg per person in 2010 ( WEEE Forum, 
2010)” (ib. 2012:62).

It matches up with that denounced by OCU (2011) when, last year, they proved that a) if consumers pay  
300 millions of euros per year for WEEE management in the form of an invisible “fee” -not separately  
showed in the bills- charged at the moment of buying, but b) only a 10% of the WEEE is correctly  
treated and c) individual producers only pay to the IMS for the final WEEE properly treated...then, what  
happens with the difference of money between the consumers' fee raised and the final payed expenses  
of treatment?4

Despite of the explicit sentence in the Real Decree about who is the agent who must finance the WEEE  
treatment costs, in the OFIRAEE website we can clearly read: 

“(...) Despite marketable by-products for industry are obtained as a result of recycling process, the benefits from 
selling them don't cover all the expenses. That's why the acquisition of every electric or electronic appliance is 
associated with an additional cost with whom it will finance its recycling when it becomes into WEEE”. 

It means that this infrastructure and legislation appear to fail for controlling WEEE treatment 5. But it also 
means that, despite reusing is detailed in the Real Decree as a priority 6 (even more than recycling, 

2 Integrated Management Systems bring together all those registered producers that choose to take charge of their EPR collectively. 

3 http://www.ofiraee.es/ca/index.html   
OFIRAEE is the office created by all the authorized IMS (I ntegrated Management Systems) -nine for the moment- for gathering all  
them and coordinating the process of collection, storage and recycling of WEEE. 

4 The 2nd of June 2011, there appeared a new in a national newspaper announcing that Public Prosecutor's Office was researching a  
massive fraud in WEEE recycling: In Spain there are 20 waste treatment plants but all of them are almost empty. Where is the rest?,  
do they ask since many years ago. “In 2009, 702.000 tones of electric and electronic appliances were put into the market, but that  
year only 124.987 tones were treated, according to Environment Ministry. Not all that is sold during one year has to be recycled  
(goods last for several years) but the huge difference (recycled staff are 17% of the sold ones) is a sign that something is  
happening. Something doesn't add up. Recycling sector denounces there are carriers, traders or even Town Councils dealing with  
scrapyards, which pay more than treatment's plants because their costs are lower. (…) There is someone who even critic that some  
treatment plant doesn't treat what they receive and take it to scrapyards. The Public Prosecutor has detected a chain of irregularities  
'as in the delivery of obsolete devices from IMS to treatment plants for their correct treatment, as in the exit of shipment of  
containers from the last ones towards the exportation to non-European countries for being reused'”. (…) Last 22 nd of December, the 
Civil Guard made an intervention in several cities. “There are 60 charged people, 'from autonomous or distributing centres' carriers,  
to scrap merchants, big metal crushers, storage centres or even treatment plants'. Besides, there are exportations to developing  
countries, generally camouflaged as second hand goods, because it's forbidden to export dangerous hazards wastes. Environment  
Ministry states that it's a problem of all the EU”. (http://elpais.com/diario/2011/06/02/sociedad/1306965607_850215.html)

5 From Queiruga et al. (2012) points of view, “ the management system had been developed solely to meet the directive, so it would  
have been difficult to explain the choices made. The legislation motivated the structure of the management system, and therefore,  
the actors involved worked to meet the demands of the legislation, not to maximize recycling. This scenario helps explain why the  
waste management system in Spain contains unregistered producers and informal waste managers who are willing to free ride on  
the efforts of others” (2012: 63).

6  Exceptionally, some places like Catalonia invests in public (very warm welcome, by the way) campaigns for reusing and repairing:  

http://www.ofiraee.es/ca/index.html
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energetic assessment or elimination) and producers are encouraged to design and manufacture  
greener, durable and more easily recyclable devices, the effective policy resulting from these juridic  
conditions is a sort of finalist treatment mainly focussed in recycling process. Planned or desired 7 

obsolescence are totally out of question, at a legal level. As Lepawsy (2012) describes for the case of  
US and Canada, Spanish design and production of electric and electronic appliances remain also taboo  
for public decision making. But what is worse: this taboo is finally funded by those who can't speak up  
or have not been summoned. 

If it is called Extended Producer Responsibility is because producers should take charge of their own  
products' design, manufacturing and marketing and the environmental effects of it and, as a  
consequence, it has been decided to be translated into some economic costs. However, if producers  
remain unaffected or EPR doesn't mean any kind of pressure or incentive, as they externalize their  
costs to consumers so their profit margins are still standing or even growing up, they will only try to  
meet the (quantitative, in terms of kg/person per year of recycled WEEE) demands of the legislation but  
the ecological, social and economic underground logic of the manufacturing, consuming and post-
consuming system of electronic appliances will not change nor improve. Lepawsky (2012: in press)  
states the same for the case of US and Canada: “it is very unlikely that the emerging legislative  
governance of e-waste in Canada and the US will succeed in instituting an EPR regime that results in  
clean(er) and green(er) manufacturing of electronics”.  In this sense, repair (as a manual and technical  
practice but also as a reparation, compensation or claiming damages for a polluting manufacturing  
system) is considered and expressed in the laws but is not effectively done. Except for the Metropolitan  
Area of Barcelona, which has a successful project that provides the addresses of repairing and second  
hand businesses, the dates of swapping markets and offers free advice from experts who monitor the  
process of self-repairment.    

Another consequence of this scenario has to do with democracy, public decision making and  
participation. If we ask about who are the summoned agents to act (by law and in fact) and which are  
their stipulated duties, their encouraged practices and their forbidden acts, we can perceive some voids  
and absences. That's the case of citizenship, who has just been set aside and considered as mere  
consumers who pay for their appliances (with their own “invisible fee” 8) and then, after having been 
used, get rid of them by the proper ways: giving them back when they buy a new one, throwing them  
out into the “clean point”9 managed by municipalities, or any other municipal system 10. Afterwards, the 
appliance is transform into waste and users can't look back again. Despite they pay for sustaining the  
treatment of WEEE, only producers have the right to participate (through the mentioned EPR), to deal  
with waste and to make profit of it by paying for collection and temporal store to municipalities and,  
then, also for dismantling and recycling to specialized companies that transform it into derivative  
components and raw materials, which are sold and returned to production.

This profit monopoly of producers is protected, legally, by the Agreement of collaboration among the  
Catalan Waste Agency and the IMG when they state at the Point num.6:

“Selective collected WEEE won't be able to be commercialized nor dismantled by local entities or their dealers 
and will have to be delivered, such as have been collected, in the Office of IMG. Despite of it, IMG will be able to 
agree with local entities the possibility of delivering those WEEE to certain groups, to third parts dedicated to 
reuse of WEEE and also their conditions of this delivery”.

This point explains the non-return way of our waste delivery once it leaves the households and are  
placed into “clean points”, no matter if they are still functioning or not. There is another even more  

http://reparatmillorquenou.blogspot.co.uk/
7  Also partially planned trough marketing and advertisement.

8 It is “about 20€ for a fridge, 5€ for a microwave...” (OCU, 2011): http://www.ocu.org/electrodomesticos/nc/informe/reciclaje-de-
aparatos-tu-dinero-a-la-basura552634/4

9 It's a place for selective collection of those special waste that can't be thrown out into bins.  
http://w110.bcn.cat/portal/site/MediAmbient/menuitem.7120b3cf16112e13e9c5e9c5a2ef8a0c/?
vgnextoid=a62d491b12800310VgnVCM10000074fea8c0RCRD&vgnextchannel=7688b9a86e05d210VgnVCM10000074fea8c0RCR
D&vgnextfmt=formatDetall&lang=en_GB

10 In the case of Barcelona, it's also possible to use a home collection service (if you notify previously to Town Council) or -specially for  
furnitures- to leave them on the street, near your building main door during the night, on the assigned weekly day for your  
neighbourhood. 
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powerful legal tool for controlling other possible “subversive” acts from citizens. That is the Municipal  
Ordinance that regulates the use of urban thoroughfare and public spaces in Barcelona (BOPB, num.  
13, pp.32,15/01/1999). There, “the selection and extraction of waste placed in the public thoroughfare”  
is considered as a minor infraction that is fined with up to 450,76€ (BOPB, num. 194, 
pp.61,14/08/2001). This sanction will be adjusted depending on “the existence of intent or reiteration”,  
“the nature of the damage caused” and also “the relapse during a year of more than one similar  
infraction” (BOPB, num. 194, pp 61,14/08/2001).

All these legal specificities and practices derived from the former display a particular and situated waste  
regime (Gille, 2010) that seems to be in transition from a still “Metal Regime” to a leaking “e-waste” one.  
Synthetically, such regime is based in a circular but beginning-ending system of production-
consumption-disposal-(recycling-production again) that, in practice, encourages recycling before than  
any other solution such as waste prevention, reusing or repairing, despite some punctual efforts like in  
Barcelona. This means that, at the end, design and manufacturing industry, production, remain taboo  
(Lepawsky, 2012) and guarded with complicity by institutions. The most it can be regulated by  
authorities is how to deal with wastes already produced (Gille, 2007:210). Besides, the particular 
distribution of rights and rules that order this regime of waste through social institutions leave aside  
citizens, who pay for maintaining it but only access to a narrow spectrum of the whole process. The only  
legitimized active agents in this picture are producers, municipalities and recycling industry. Also for the  
case of Spain, we agree with Lepawsky (2012) when he says that “ the work of jurisdiction actually 
operates against the main goal of the legislative governance of e-waste in Canada and the US: the  
creation of waste regimes premised on EPR” (2012:in press). The time of this spanish Regime is a 
permanent “techno-present” (Haraway) where automaticity, lighter and smaller computers, invisible  
fees, non-returning bins, offshoring production's facilities, out of sight treatments, and failing  
infrastructures make us believe in a dematerialized technology without consequences (Gabrys,  
2011:57).  

2.- A (g)local detour in the e-waste flow:

Once we have detailed the conditions of the present Regime of Waste in Spain and Barcelona, let me  
introduce a local, particular and situated case: a group of migrant people, most of them illegally arrived  
from sub-Saharan areas, living since almost one year ago in a squatted U-shaped industrial complex of  
warehouses in a big city. It could be Barcelona. 

There, 300 people from 20 different countries live together but it's also a passing through, visiting or  
marketing for almost 800 people. It's situated in a far away place from the city centre but only two tram  
stops away from the 22@. The so called “District of Innovation” because, after a process of  
gentrification, the city Council gathered there many “dynamic and innovative” and also “cutting-edge”  
companies, businesses, universities and institutions dedicated to the field of communication, research,  
transfer of technology “in pro of knowledge and the processes of innovation”, as the City Council  
adverts in its website. However, this industrial complex is located in a humble neighbourhood and some  
of the warehouses belong to a multinational company of tin bread and also a tycoon family who runs a  
charity Foundation which works for the improvement of living conditions of  young needy women from  
all over the world, like Honduras, Ethiopia, Thailand or Spain. In that site, the City Council plans to  
develop the “Plan of self energy-efficient Isles”, that is, buildings with a local and autonomous  
production of energy (La Vanguardia, 20/07/2012).  

Last July11, they were almost evicted but they could stop it thanks to a legal trick and the effort of some  
supporting local groups. The warehouse's owners, those who run the charity organization, didn't want to  
speak with squatters' lawyers. The municipal ombudswoman suggested, as a temporal solution, to be  
relocated in some  barrack huts but they denied to leave all their stuff abandoned, all the materials that  
had been collecting for such a long time (Baquero, El País, 18/07/2012). They recognise that squatting  
a private property is considered an offence but they want a solution and they need a place for living and  
keeping their staff, as it's the way of making their lives. 

11 During last July, there appeared several news at websites and local and national newspapers describing their situation, their living  
conditions and telling the process of eviction attempt: (see bibliography). 
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Some people, most of then sub-Saharan and rumanian, get up at about 6am and they scour the city  
with their 'shopping' trolley looking for scrap and all kind of materials and objects. “I've never admitted  
the word 'rubbish'” Kambu says, “all of it has been found on the street and it has some value”. Once  
they arrive to the warehouse, everything is separated and classified: the iron scrap is sold to scrapyard  
companies like Jaime Durán, the Fernández and the spanish gypsies from The Verneda; in the case of  
clothing, it's classified depending on gender and those which are good enough, are stored in cardboard  
boxes that will be sent to Africa for donation or sale. While they are waiting for being transported, as I  
could see, they can also be sold to people from the same place, or Pakistani and Chinese people who  
live in the city.  

In the case of WEEE and computers, they are tested for checking if they work or not. In case they don't,  
they are dismantled superficially in different pieces and components: metal cages and pieces are also  
sold by weight to scrapyards, as well as the copper from wires; motherboards are sold to other  
companies and functional pieces are recovered and reused for assembling “new” old computers. Other  
computers just need to be repaired and have their OS reinstalled. Those electric and electronic  
appliances that finally work, are also sent to Africa -for being sold or even donated- by trucks and vans  
every two months. A 42” television may be sold for 40€. “The most urgent are machines for extracting  
water and fridges” explains Kambu in a report. “We cross the dessert for taking there” and “there, they  
can be used for a time”. Senegal is the exact place in Africa where they take all that staff. The trip takes  
about 6 days. Kambu, who speaks 7 languages and is already legal after spending seven years in  
Spain, seems to be the boss. He pays to waste-pickers and four “workers”. “He was the first on  
arriving”, says us Manuel with a conspiratorial smile. During the days of controversy around the  
eviction, Felip Puig, the Home Office Councillor, accused them of making profit of waste and scrap  
recycling (Vilaweb, 18/7/2012), which was defined as “cynicism” by supporting groups of neighbours. 

During one of my visits to the warehouses, Kambu introduces Tilan to me. He is also a black man,  
younger than Kambu, and wears cool sporty clothes. He lives in a nearby squatted warehouse and is  
the guy who repairs the computers. More exactly, he is in charge of testing the just arrived computers,  
trying to repair them, or dismantling and reusing the functional components in order to assemble new  
computers. Then, he will install pirate Windows 7 or XP OS. He didn't receive any kind of formal  
education or training on computing but he has learnt how to do it thanks to “the Czechs”. “They know a  
lot about it”, he says. They are some housemates buddies from the Czech Republic and he has learnt  
just observing quietly how they do it. Now, he knows how to do it and it seems he's proud of it. He  
explains me that one of his Czech friends was reported to the police because he jumped inside a  
municipal “Clean Point” for taking some components. They need these “spare” components and pieces  
for assembling new computers. He also blames on some waste-pickers, most of them from Rumania,  
who treat computers as they were just a piece of metal, handling them just as scrap. But, from the point  
of view of Tilan, they aren't: dumped computers are value and in order to reuse some of their  
components, they need to be carefully treated. If they are hit, the components may ruin. He says that  
these other people neither know how to steal: when they go into the municipal “Clean Points” for  
stealing some e-waste, they do it noisily, taking the entire CPU and throwing them over the fence. In his  
buddies and own case, however, they do it very carefully, quietly, just taking those necessary pieces to  
make work the assembled computers. They put them into their pockets and go out discreetly. I ask him  
how much he earns with his job and he says that not much: “just for smoking and eating”. He doesn't  
need more, he says. I talk him about the free workshops run by the municipal repairing project and he  
seems very interested on them.

This happened during a visit for asking Kambu's permission for making my ethnographic fieldwork with  
them, following the e-waste circuit after disposal: from going with pickers to collect it to...who knows.

3.- Re-materializing technology & citizenship:

For the moment, we have tried to outline the particular spanish Waste Regime (Gille, 2010). If the first  
part was dedicated to describe the main juridic and legal tools and practices around e-waste; in the  
second part, we introduced a bit of complexity to this particular logic. Through the experience of Kambu  
and other waste-pickers and squatters, we have entered into an apparently 'invisible' and underground  
part of this institutional and formal flow of e-waste. The combination of both stories let us think about  
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how e-waste is and can be studied, what are the processes by which a computer stops being or still is a  
computer and how these material-epistemic transformations affect the political ways of becoming today  
a citizen in any Spanish city. 

Synthetically, these are some of the ongoing conclusions, suggestions and future questions risen from  
all the previously explained: 

* As Lepawsky and Mather (2011) states in their paper on beginnings and endings, our story shows as  
well how the way we observe and then draw this local e-waste map can't depend on a linear nor  
'beginning & ending' stories about the circulation of waste and value, but on a combination of different  
scales, circulations and exchanges of boundaries & edges, and on a complex meshwork of overlaps,  
intersections, leaking and detours: 

a) The 'fraud' of EPR on institutional and formal paths for e-waste management is a prove of a  
system 'failure' and it force us to look, as researchers, at some 'outsides' of the circuit. The story  
about Kambu and the others, also talks about another kind of 'outsiders' and illegality, but it meets  
up, at several points, with the formal circuit: challenging it, when they collect stuffs from the bins or  
steal from the 'clean points'; or dealing with it by symbiotic complicity, when they sell to recycling and  
scrap traders the remains after dismantling, or in an eventual technical formation of Tilan by using  
the free municipal advising services. Also, legal & illegal, formal & informal get cross and each one  
gets into the other. Legitimacy or illegitimacy are also discussable and they aren't necessarily  
distributed respectively between legal or illegal agents. 

b) With several authors (Lepawsky & Mcnabb, 2010; Lepawsky & Billah, 2011; Beisel & Schneider,  
2012) who have recently worked following waste, our story also make more complex the notion that  
all e-waste traffic goes from Northern developed countries to Southern developing ones: part of the  
e-waste trade remains locally, in nearby urban geographies; and other parts go from North to South  
but not, necessarily, as an abusive practice making profit of more relaxed legalities and work or  
environmental conditions. Continuing with complexity, we could say that some usual North-South  
power relationships also occur inside northern urban places. Apart from this, in our case, these  
alternative southern-in-the-north 'producers' donate or feed their southern native markets with goods  
that, otherwise, couldn't be economically affordable. 
 
c) Considering the more extended researching approaches that try to explain e-waste's circulation  
and value chain, from more linear to more complex ways 12, we think that our story proves the 
necessity of more careful, comprehensive, complex and situated empirical analysis. When doing so,  
we realize that linear and ending-point narratives aren't enough and the so-called 'final disposal' is  
not just a certain end but a “back-end of the value chain” (Gregson et al. 2010:847). It is, a starting  
point for multiple innovative practices which are able to create new ontologies and values thanks to  
the mutability and malleability of matter-within-particular-assemblages. In other words, “what is  
someone's ending is other's beginnings” (Lepawsky & Mather, 2011:246). The work of these authors  
and Lepawsky & Billah (2011) or Beisel & Schneider (2012) are the main examples of this critical  
researching proposal: as we'll see, “boundary- and edge-making is order-making, not mess-making”  
(Lepawsky & Mather, 2011:243). 

* The macro-concept of Waste Regime (Gille, 2010) can also be tinged as our story blurs its limits by  
showing how different regimes are simultaneously coexisting, not without struggles: like the “metal  
regime” inside formal circuit in the shape of free-rider producers who avoid their responsibility, or the  
rumanian waste-pickers who mistreat computers as pure scrap, only because of its weight's value. Both  
cases are clear examples of these overlaps in e-waste's circuits, inside value chain and, at the end,  
also Regimes. At the same time and geography, the logic of materials/materiality lives together with the  
logic of the function/functionality, meanwhile weight & bytes are the different base of value for the ones  
and the others. 

* In front of the 'naturalized' progress, effectiveness and innovation of electronics, as if they were  
'dematerialized' objects that can be easily consumed and thrown out without any consequences  

12  Such as the Global Producton Network -GPN- and Global Value Chain -GVC-.
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(Gabrys, 2011) (becoming invisible as soon as they are labeled as waste), our story brings to surface  
the dirt and shows how some local and very situated practices of collection, dismantling, reuse,  
recycling and assembling 're-materialize' electronics and problematise those narratives that talk about a  
permanent and promising “techno-present” (Haraway, 2004) for users. The increasing vision of small  
groups of people getting into the bins and looking inside, or some black men pushing calmly their  
super-market trolleys full of scrap, impossible objects and other random materials, make us think about  
something is happening...not far away from us. As Gabrys (2011:69) states, “to re-materialize electronic  
technology is also to map the political relations that support their operations” and by doing it, “it's  
possible to draw together apparently disparate relations as constitutive material processes” (Ib.  
2011:70). 

* The way 'our' experience re-materializes electronics is by collecting, recovering, repairing, dismantling  
and re-assembling computers which Kambu's network keep operating over time and then bring back  
into trade circuits. By doing so, they are creating value by re-imagining e-waste and adding some of  
labour work thanks to knowledge transfer through informal, trusting and close relationships, like those  
between Tilan and their Czech buddies. It proves how dumps or bins aren't places for objects absent of 
utility or value, but mines of “opportunity” and impossibility. “I've never admitted the word 'rubbish'” while 
he was showing his “treasures” to journalists. In front of certainty and 'actuality', informal waste-pickers 
work with pure 'virtuality' and possibilities of “becoming” by changing failures or restrictions into  
productive occasions. That is, they work with 'ongoingness' and within the event's temporality and 
matter (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/2000) just for becoming e-waste into something else: repaired or re-
assembled computers or even dismantled and broken apart pieces. As Gregson et al. (2010) explain for  
boats, a computer in the bin is not valued “for what it is, but for what it 'might become'” (Ib. 2010:853).  
And this ontology and temporality question is the reason for Tilan's complain about Rumanian pickers  
and also the nuclear and struggling difference between  the “Metal” and the “e-waste” contemporary 
Regimes. 

* It also shows us how technologies' value, the concept of waste or a computer's ontology aren't  
inherent but unstable, mutable, performative and situated. This ontological multiplicity (Mol, 2002), the  
capacity of transformation or the possibility of becoming something else (from goods to waste or from  
waste to new-old commodities), relies not only on materials or economic conditions, but on legal, juridic  
and also spatial, practical and epistemic elements acting together. This complexly intertwined of  
practices, materialities, knowledges and time & spaces define the possibilities and impossibilities, the  
limits and conditions for keep being a computer...a chunk of rubbish...or something else, in action. All of  
these options are simply temporal and precarious effects of the semiotic-material conduits through  
which they pass (Gregson et al. 2005) or the particular waste & value Regime (Gille, 2010) that frames  
them. As well as it happened with the classic bush pump case described by Laet and Mol (2000), it's  
not only immutability but also adaptation, reconfiguration and changeability what define the success of  
being a liminal object. In the case of electronics, it's not only the closure and stability of the computer's  
'black box' after coming together certain components during manufacturing (Lepawsky & Billah,  
2011:135) what creates success, functionality and value, but also what happens after disposal. For  
waste-pickers/sellers, success & failure of computer's ontology exchange with many efforts and  
contacts, a bit of money and several risks, like defying laws or crossing a dessert. But the level and  
qualities of investments and results are very different depending on the agents and their relative power  
positions inside this cartography. 

* On the ongoing process of being a particular object, some social orders emerge, get stablished and  
persist. There, agents with unequally distribution of rights, duties and responsibilities -such as  
producers, users and consumers, institutions, sellers, waste-pickers, citizens or non-recognized  
citizens- perform power relationships differently. We find hierarchies everywhere, no matter the relative  
positions that agents hold in the e-waste map. Some economic practices are labeled as “profit” but  
while for some people it's just surviving, for others it's just enrichment. Some illegal activities might be  
legitimate while other legal ones might not. One same warehouse can be a place for living and also a  
chance for economic speculation. Knowledge transfer and processes of innovation, like creating value  
on electronics, are warmly welcome by authorities and located inside the named “District of Innovation”,  
while some others are persecuted and evicted. Or giving back life to a (probably) less durable computer  
that is moved to Senegal can be clearly seen as a success, but...what will happen when its lifespan  
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'finishes' and starts becoming a kind of e-waste? Maybe it will appear a new creative detour and it be  
transformed again into a new-old device, maybe it will be dismantled and their pieces and materials will  
become other stuff,...but maybe the toxics and hazards for health and environment that emerge from  
this activity will also stay there, in Senegal. Success/failure, good/bad categories are clearly blurring  
and “each object is then just a bridge, an aspiration, half successful, half failed, at the crossing of the  
gap, pointing at new directions of improvement, weaving in search for the event, for the `here, we can
´(Stengers, 2000)” (Pallí, 2004).

At this point, we just can paraphrase Beisel & Scheneider's question asking ourselves, how this  
computer's journey and transformation can be accounted for responsibility -academically and  
politically? (Ib. 2012: 644)... How to build new and non-victimizing senses of citizenship taking  
innovative and creative informal practices around e-waste as a starting point? For the moment, with 
their practices and daily life, Kambu and others show us how they aren't only occupying an abandoned  
industrial complex, challenging the laws and reclaiming it as a living and lively space, but they are also  
occupying defiant and productive in-between positions: as middle practicing points between the  
(supposed) beginnings and endings of e-waste circuits, as middle epistemic agencies between  
consumers and producers, as middle blurring ontologies between computers and e-waste and also as  
middle subjects that scour creatively the city without being formally 'recognized' as citizens.
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